CO NTENT 2.5 : VI DEO

Bring Your
Vision to Life
with Video

When we hear a really good story, we don’t just
listen. We immerse ourselves in it. We become
one of the characters as we experience each
adventure, feel every emotion, and pour our
hearts into how it ends.
It’s a connected world, and your brand is no longer your
brand. It belongs to everyone. It’s the property of every
supporter, clicker, liker, follower, sharer and tweeter.
They don’t want to just hear what you have to say – they
want to live it.
And there’s no better way to move your audience than
with the power of storytelling through video.

Don’t just tell them about your world. Show them.

Video. It makes people click.

Brilliant, branded content.

People don’t buy in to products

Transform your small budget
into big ideas.

& services. They buy the stories

We’re built to scale. We’ll

a video. You need an edge to

we tell. Illustrate your story with

work within your budget, no

help you stand out. We blend

video content that cultivates

matter how big or how small,

language, imagery, music, color

and nurtures your community.

to transform your big ideas into

and sound into video content

unforgettable video.

that builds your brand.

If a picture is worth
1000 words, then a video
is worth 1000 pictures.

Just about anyone can create

It’s your message in motion.
We work by your side to produce beautiful and
affordable video content that tells your story and moves
your mission forward.
It’s about making stuff that actually matters. You need
to produce content that is compelling enough to hold
their attention, smart enough to talk to them in their
own words, and brave enough to invite them into your
world. It’s content that moves, not only in motion, but
emotion too.

Our video services work with
budgets of all sizes.
From ideation & creative to planning & production, we help you
emotionally connect with your audience through more memorable,
human and social experiences. Our programmatic strategy helps
for the creation and delivery of rich, high-impact video content.
Lights. Camera. Action.

Quick Story
Session

Standard Story
Session

Full Story
Session or 3
Standard Story
Sessions

Custom Add Ons

1 HD quick film, up to
5min long

1 HD mini
documentary film up
to 5min long

1 HD documentary
film up to 15min or
3 short films (up to
5min each)

Second Camera
$200 per hour

Ideal for testimonials,
montages or brand
messaging
One location
Generally 1 hour of
shooting

$700

Perfect for immersing
your audience,
gathering donations
and compelling action

Ideal for sharing your
whole story, impact
and the value you
bring

1-2 locations

Script Writing
$100 per hour
Animations, Custom
Title Sequences &
Motion Graphics
$100 per hour

Multiple locations
Generally 4 hours of
shooting; including
b-roll, montages,
interviews & more

Generally 10 hours of
shooting

$1,700

$4,700

B-Roll Shooting
$400 per hour

Inspiration is contagious.
It’s your story. Inside your brand is something unique. It could
be your latest product, an engaging success story, or simply the
process by which you operate. Let us help you convey it.

412.441.0930
hello@imagebox.com
imagebox.com

